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Previously, on the IKS QIb ………


Admiral Rix says:
All: Commander Mordane, Lieutenant Commander Bauer, this is Lieutenant Commander Tigs Ravenprowler and Ensign Shras Tyret of the QIb
Cmdr Mordane says:
 ::takes a seat across from the Admiral::  Rix: I must admit, we're still curious as to why we're here.
Admiral Rix says:
Mordane: So am I.  The Klingons have been decidedly lax in providing us with any information pertaining to this situation.
Cmdr Mordane says:
    CTO Perhaps you can shed some light on the situation.
CTO Ravenprowler says:
ADM: What situation is that?
Admiral Rix says:
Ravenprowler: How you ended up here, how your ship ended up at the bottom of an ocean, and how I've got half the Klingon empire screaming for your blood.
TO Tyret says:
ADM: Classified. We are under orders, Sir.

ACTION: The door is broken open, and Lieutenant Henderson comes crashing through it.

ACTION: There is a loud roar, and a very large angry Klingon charges through the door, bloodied bat'leth in hand.  He looks around the room wildly.

CTO Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls her phaser and set to kill, shoots at the Klingon ::
Cmdr Mordane says:
::holsters his phaser and storms over in front of the CTO and TO::  CTO/TO: ::yelling::  I did NOT come here to get myself killed defending two Starfleet officers who aren't interested in helping either themselves or Starfleet.  Now someone better start talking, and fast!
TO Tyret says:
ALL: Get Admiral G'Val to give us authorization to do so and we will.
Admiral Rix says:
All: And I will NOT have this kind of behavior in my office again from ANY of you, is that CRYSTAL clear?
CEO T’puc says:
Admiral Rix: Sir.
LtCmdr Bauer says:
CTO: What happened to you guys?
Cmdr Mordane says:
ADM: I truly fear that the entire situation will be a lost cause if the officers of the QIb do not come forward in defense.
Admiral Rix says:
::looks around the room, then at Mordane, grimly::  Mordane: Like I said, welcome to QonoS.

And now, the continuation…….



              \=/\=/\=/\=/\= Resume I.K.S. QIb Mission =/\=/\=/\=/\=/



CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands outside the training deck tucking her long braid down the back of her uniform, a steely expression on her face ::
TO_Shras says:
::finishes applying black war paint to his exposed skin and stands next to the CTO::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: folds her arms keeping her thoughts to herself ::
FCO_Starlight says:
::walking up to the training deck::  ::thinking about everything::

ACTION: The Deck doors open, and a well-built ruddy-faced man emerges, with a broad cheeky grin.

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: nods to the FCO and her TO, remaining stoic and focused, looks at the little man up and down ::
FCO_Starlight says:
::twitches my ears as I nod to the CTO and TO::  ::growls under breath at that man in the door way::
SXO_OShea says:
::walks out onto the training deck::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::sets phaser on heavy stun::
TO_Shras says:
::growls lightly::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Arrives at Training Deck, sees others and nods a greeting: ALL: Hello.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::comes around the corner, headed to the Training Deck, looking a little groggy::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: nods to Bauer ::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
CTO/ALL: I hope everyone is feeling better.
SXO_OShea says:
ALL: Greetings all. ::motions to a rack of phasers:: ALL: Could I get everyone to gather round?
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::spots Bauer first::  Bauer: Tell me why we had to do this now?
TO_Shras says:
XO: I hope you have phaser compression rifles also.
FCO_Starlight says:
::growls as i do it::   ::as I gather around::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Follows SXO O'Shea's directions, following group:: MORDANE: It's a nightmare, remember?
Cmdr_Mordane says:
Bauer: Oh right... ::blinks and looks at the chronometer on the wall::  1400...that can't be right, can it?  ::worried look::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hates phasers was hoping to kill things with her bare hands, but does as she is told and picks up a phaser, handling it somewhat clumsily ::
TO_Shras says:
CTO: I wish, I could have my bladed weapons, I feel defenseless.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Nods to her TO, folding her arms and standing hear the door ::
FCO_Starlight says:
::picks up a phaser::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Observes the others and notes their pent up anger::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::fades into the shadows::
TO_Shras says:
::grabs a couple hand phasers and attaches several to his belt and one to his ankle holder::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::shakes off the grogginess and grabs a phaser, going through the standard checks::  Bauer: Why do I feel incredibly uncomfortable right now.  ::looking at the faces of the QIb crewmembers::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::watching from the shadows::
TO_Shras says:
::grabs a phaser rifle and slings it over his shoulder and another in his hand::
SXO_OShea says:
ALL: If I could get everyone to remove the armor, and take a phaser from the rack, that'd be great.  Also, report to my CO.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Because their are lions with the lambs?
TO_Shras says:
SXO: Done.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
MORDANE: Not sure, Sir.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Heck...he knows::
TO_Shras says:
::checks his paint and moves off with his arsenal::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::pops out of nowhere from the shadows, grabs the gear, and disappears back into the shadows just as quickly::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: watches the group form ::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Isn't wearing armor...it's at the cleaners. Takes a phaser, although, is uncomfortable with it::

ACTION: Various crewmembers from the Stornoway are getting ready for the game.  A large black terran male walks towards them, somewhat sternly.

TO_Shras says:
CTO: I believe heavily armed is the key to victory. That and skill.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::holsters his phaser and waits for further orders to be delivered::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
MORDANE: Is this like the old O.K.Corral thing at high noon or something.
SCO_Adekunle says:
TO: And this game will test the skill part.
SXO_OShea says:
ALL: These phasers will record each shot in the game for us.
SCO_Adekunle says:
All: Captain Femi Adekunle, pleased to meet you all.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
Bauer: It better not be, everyone there ended up dead.
TO_Shras says:
SCO: My skills are finely honed.
SCO_Adekunle says:
All: Now, if you'd like to get ready, we'll begin.  You'll also have some of my crew on your team - Alpha Team.  Commander O'Shea and I will head Beta Team.
SCO_Adekunle says:
TO: Pleased to hear it, Ensign.
SCO_Adekunle says:
All: You have two minutes.  Move!
SCO_Adekunle says:
::runs off to find a well-hidden defensive spot::
TO_Shras says:
::tracks the opposing team with his hearing::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::pops out of the shadows, behind Lt_Cmdr_Bauer:: Lt_Cmdr_Bauer: Hows do you plans on protectings the CO if your not comfortables with the phaser?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: grabs her TO dragging him back, whispering to him :: TO: Shut up, never give away your skills.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
MORDANE: This is an "accident" waiting to happen. ::moves to the left::
TO_Shras says:
::whispers:: CTO: Aye.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
So much for an objective...::I wonder how we'll take orders...::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
CTO: Phaser aren't my department.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
Bauer: Stick close to me and maybe we can come out alive, or at least in one piece.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: taps her TO and points to her eye ::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
CEO: And why does the Commander need protecting...or should I say who from? ::Moves right::
TO_Shras says:
::takes point::
SXO_OShea says:
::runs off behind Captain Adekunle::

ACTION: The computer starts a 10-second countdown.

TO_Shras says:
::growls at the Lt. Cmdr::
Computer says:
  10
Computer says:
    9
Computer says:
    8
Computer says:
    7
FCO_Starlight says:
::runs and goes and hides somewhere no one can see me::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: covers the point ::
Computer says:
    6
TO_Shras says:
::steadies his rifle::
Computer says:
    5
Computer says:
    4
Computer says:
    3
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::spots a boulder and quickly ducks behind it::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands back taking cover ::
Computer says:
    2
TO_Shras says:
::takes cover::
Computer says:
    1
SXO_OShea says:
::ducks behind some brush:: SCO: Ready?
Computer says:
    GAME ON, DUDES!!!
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Does not fire but, likes to move::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: checks for the Cait and glances up ::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::looks sheepishly at O'Shea:: SXO: One of my more humorous ideas.....
FCO_Starlight says:
::just shakes head::
TO_Shras says:
::prepares to snipe the opposing teams command crew::

ACTION: Phaser-simulated fire starts from high above.

TO_Shras says:
::snipes the officers::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer: Takes care of the Captains, or you'll deals with me later. ::fades out of sight without another word and before Bauer can respond::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Hugs the wall, locating the position of the fire ::
SXO_OShea says:
::grins, and ducking low, takes off slowly towards the other team's last known location::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::looks around for the QIb crew, cringing at the blasts that are firing all around::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: taps her back and pushes her hand back ::
TO_Shras says:
::snipes the sniper::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::watching CTO's back::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::fires at Bauer::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: draws fire  ::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Not drawing fire by firing himself he is able to come almost 180 degrees behind enemy and have himself a little hooting practice, I am not an owl:: SELF: Ha! Take that, bandits.
TO_Shras says:
::snipes the SCO::
SCO_Adekunle says:
ACTION: Shras' shot just misses, much to Adekunle's surprise.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: runs across the open, then dives behind a bolder ::
SXO_OShea says:
::sees Shras fire, and fires at his position::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::stunned, he hides deeper behind the barrels::

ACTION: Four Stornoway crew fire at Ravenprowler.  One of them catches her leg.

Computer says:
   HIT
TO_Shras says:
::fires at the four crewman in the heads::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glances up ::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::gets frustrated with sitting behind the boulder and stands up to fire just as the CTO knocks him aside, seeking cover::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::using the shadows as cover, sneaks around to SXO's position, placing him dead in my sights at fires::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Dodges stray fire:: SELF: Hey!
FCO_Starlight says:
::fires at a Stornoway crew::

ACTION: One of the crew is hit by Shras' shot.

Computer says:
   HIT
SXO_OShea says:
::ducks and runs to another set of barrels, firing at Starlight as he funs::
TO_Shras says:
::fires more accurately::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
CTO: Nice of you to show up, Commander.  ::fires off a few blasts in the direction of the incoming fire::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Looks for a way to get some altitude::

ACTION: Bauer hits one of the Stornoway crew.

FCO_Starlight says:
::Shooting the one who shot my CTO ::
TO_Shras says:
::shoots the other two::
Computer says:
   HIT
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::shoots at the Stornoway crew::
SXO_OShea says:
Self: Damn it! ::fires at Starlight again::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: darts across for the next bolder ::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Finds a way up and begins to climb. Draws some fire but with a good eye can cover himself from most::
TO_Shras says:
::shoots the SXO::

ACTION: O'Shea hits Starlight.

Computer says:
   HIT
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: fires at the high sniper as she dives for cover ::
FCO_Starlight says:
::shoots at another one who shot the CTO::  ::growls  :: :: as i got hit but able to still hold on::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Makes it to a place over head. Fires from the eagle’s nest advantage::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::well that was curt...::  ::draws some fire and provides cover as the CTO runs further down the field::
TO_Shras says:
::continues keeping himself concealed and sniping::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
SELF: Ha! Take that you blasted, pirate.
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::keeps firing from the shadows::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::spots an opening in the firing, and heads around behind some trees, trying to get at another angle::

ACTION: T'pucnamushi hits one of the Stornoway crew.

SXO_OShea says:
::hides and hits his combadge:: *Beta Team*: Focus on Shras. He's good, but we can take him down.
Computer says:
    HIT
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::continues to moves so that no shot comes from the same place twice::
TO_Shras says:
::overloads a phaser and throws it in a crowd of opposing team members::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes careful aim and fires on the high sniper again ::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::stands up:: <Computer> PAUSE GAME!
SCO_Adekunle says:
Computer: Defuse the phaser.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::comes out in between to boulders and spots a Beta Team member, nearly gets a shot off before the game is paused::
SXO_OShea says:
::stands, and walks to the SCO:: SCO: Sir?
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Moves again. Finds cover. Fires again at enemy movement below::
TO_Shras says:
::keeps hidden::
SCO_Adekunle says:
SXO: One of the QIb crew seems to think that actually harming us will do him some good.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Spots Commander Mordane and is relieved he has not encountered.... "Friendly fire?"
FCO_Starlight says:
::is hidden ::
SCO_Adekunle says:
Mordane: Commander, I would like to remind you and your crew that this is merely a game.  I do not want anyone to actually get hurt.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::walks out and heads for the SCO and SXO::  SCO: What's the problem Captain?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands motioning the TO over to her position ::
TO_Shras says:
::relocates::
SCO_Adekunle says:
Mordane: One of your crew decided to overload their phaser
TO_Shras says:
::aims for the SCO's head::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::holds up a hand::  SCO: Ah, let's remember, they're not officially my crew please.  Although, I quite agree with the assessment of the circumstances.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks that was a brilliant tactic and will remember it for the next real battle ::
SCO_Adekunle says:
Mordane: I believe it was the Andorian.
SXO_OShea says:
::wonders who overloaded their phaser::
TO_Shras says:
SCO: All is fair in war.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Stops because their is talking going on. A "time out"::
SXO_OShea says:
::Takes a look around at who might want to actually hurt people in this game.::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::Remembers the TO from the previous day::  TO: Tyret, get down here.  Now!
SCO_Adekunle says:
TO: This is not war.  If you cannot differentiate between the two, then you will sit the rest of this game out.
SCO_Adekunle says:
TO: Is that what you want, Mister?
TO_Shras says:
::moves to the local of the Cmdr::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands and follows the TO::
TO_Shras says:
SCO: I assume that you could use different tactics.
TO_Shras says:
SCO: No.
SCO_Adekunle says:
TO: Not if they cause actual harm, Ensign.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
SCO: I'll take full responsibility for my TO.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
TO: I may not be your CO, but I am in charge of the investigation of your crew.  And that means I hold sway over what happens to you.  I suggest you change your tactics, or I may change mine.
FCO_Starlight says:
::just hides ‘til I see a clear shot::
TO_Shras says:
Cmdr: Friendly Fire, Cmdr?
SCO_Adekunle says:
CTO: Actually, I'll leave that to Commander Mordane - he is currently responsible for you and your crew.
TO_Shras says:
::moves out into the shadows for a new sniping position::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
TO: Hardly.  ::looks at him sharply::  You understand the situation and your actions, nothing further needs to be said.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: turns her back to the SCO and takes up her position as it was before ::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::claps his hands::  All: Okay, positions, everyone!
Computer says:
   Countdown in 5
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Decides he shall come down from his roost. In a quick moment he is on the ground::
TO_Shras says:
::arrives near the CTO::
Computer says:
    4
Computer says:
    3
Computer says:
    2
SXO_OShea says:
::runs back to his hiding spot::
TO_Shras says:
:: hides and takes cover::
Computer says:
    1
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::jogs over to Bauer::  Bauer: When I said someone might be dead by the end of this, I didn't think I meant by my hand.
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::fires directly at the SXO's chest::
Computer says:
GAME ON AGAIN DUDES!!!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: fires off 10 shots in a row at the SCO's head with a smile ::
TO_Shras says:
::snipes the SCO in the head::
SXO_OShea says:
::fires at the bushes where the TO disappeared::
SCO_Adekunle says:
ACTION: T'pucnamushi's shot is lucky - it hits O'Shea just as the counter starts.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes cover ::
TO_Shras says:
::fires at the SXO::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
MORDANE: Stay cool.
Compute says:
   HIT
TO_Shras says:
::continues firing::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::fires directly at the SCO's head::
FCO_Starlight says:
::shoots at the SXO::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Bounces away to secure a secure place::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::finds some cover and fires a few shots off::  Bauer: Tell them that!!
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::moves on::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::manages to dodge the shot again::  Self: Jesus, this lot are good.  And they've got ISSUES.....

ACTION: One of the Stornoway crew hits Bauer.

Computer says:
   HIT
SXO_OShea says:
::walks off to the sidelines to sit and watch::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::notes a Beta Team member not paying attention, and fires::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Stops:: 

ACTION: Mordane's hit is true.

Computer says:
  HIT
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::moves on and fires at the SCO's phaser::
FCO_Starlight says:
::shoots at the crewman who hits Bauer::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::dodges away again::
TO_Shras says:
::shoots the SXO and moves to a new position::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::shoots Mordane, with a gleeful look on his face::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Turns around and goes and puts the phaser back where it was::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: lays flat taking careful aim and fires at the SCO's chest ::

ACTION: One of the Stornoway crew hits Starlight.

Computer says:
    HIT
SXO_OShea says:
::gets hit in the chest while sitting on the sidelines, picks up his phaser and fires at the TO for that::
TO_Shras says:
::aims carefully and shoots at the SCO::
FCO_Starlight says:
::shoots at the SCO for firing on Mordane::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Feels the shot but ignores it::
SCO_Adekunle says:
::just runs away in time to miss the fire::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::moves to a new position, and fires again at the SCO's head::
TO_Shras says:
::picks off other enemy team members::

ACTION: As Adekunle runs, he suddenly stops in his tracks, with a horrified look on his face.  He clutches his neck in terror.

Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Goes to center of battle field and sits on the floor and waits::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: disappears behind a pile of boulders ::
FCO_Starlight says:
::scurries around above into another position so no one see me::

ACTION: His eyes wide in fear, Adekunle falls to his knees, scrabbling frantically.

Cmdr_Mordane says:
::catches a glimpse out of the corner of his eyes at the SCO::  Computer: PAUSE SCENARIO!
SXO_OShea says:
::sees his Captain clutch his neck, jumps to his feet and runs to him:: Computer: Pause Game!
TO_Shras says:
::picks off the rest of the sorry team::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::runs out for the SCO's location::
Computer says:
   TIME OUT, HOLD THAT PLAY!
FCO_Starlight says:
::gets down and watches everything::

ACTION: Adekunle falls to the floor.

SXO_OShea says:
::reaches the SCO, and feels for a pulse, looking for other symptoms::
TO_Shras says:
::covers the Cmdr, watching::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Stands and goes to injured man::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::looks to the SXO for an answer to the unspoken question::
TO_Shras says:
::trains his rifle on the SCO::
SXO_OShea says:
::doesn't feel a pulse:: *Medical*: Medical Emergency to the training deck, now!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: covers the TO from an elevated position ::
SXO_OShea says:
ALL: Anyone, get a medkit, on the double!

ACTION: Blood trickles out of Adekunle's eyes, mouth and nostrils.

Cmdr_Mordane says:
::curses loudly:: SXO: What happened?
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
SXO: I have medical training, Sir.
SXO_OShea says:
Bauer: See to him now, Commander.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
SXO: I need a med tricorder.....
Cmdr_Mordane says:
ALL: Game Over folks, I want everyone down here in the center of the room now.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::checks for life signs::
SXO_OShea says:
Mordane: I'm not sure. ::hands Bauer a medical tricorder::
TO_Shras says:
::moves to the Cmdr's location::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Runs a diagnostic scan over inflicted area::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: ponders giving up her position, decides to comply though she remains under cover as long as possible ::
FCO_Starlight says:
::gets where told::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
SXO: Is there a med kit nearby?
SXO_OShea says:
Computer: Are the holodeck safeties still on?
Computer says:
  Affirmative.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Applies pressure to wound with hand::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
Bauer: Do you have any idea what killed him?
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::pops up from the shadows, right beside the fallen SCO::
SXO_OShea says:
Computer: End program. ::grabs a medkit from the wall and hands it to Bauer::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stands with her arms across her chest, not offering to help ::
SXO_OShea says:
Bauer: Is he.. dead?
TO_Shras says:
ALL: He is dead as a doornail.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
COMPUTER: Seal the deck.
Computer says:
   The deck has been sealed
Cmdr_Mordane says:
TO: I'm sure we could have all done without the colorful metaphor Shras.
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::checks the body over:: Cmdr_Mordane: Yet, theres is no phasers wound. Curiouses.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
ALL: It's like he was blown out into space......
TO_Shras says:
COMPUTER: Scan all weapons for malfunctions, or anything not normal.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
Mordane: Suggest we check all weapons and the deck for anything hidden.
SXO_OShea says:
Computer: At any time during the last program session, was there a loss of pressure in the room, real or simulated?
Cmdr_Mordane says:
CTO: Get on it.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
TO: Shras you'll defer to Commander Ravenprowler, we do NOT need five people leading the investigation.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
ALL: Weapons on the deck now.
TO_Shras says:
CTO: Orders ma'am?
TO_Shras says:
::places all weapons on the deck he has::
SXO_OShea says:
::drops his phaser with the others on the deck, as he walks up to Mordane:: Mordane: We need a full autopsy done Commander. I want answers.
FCO_Starlight says:
::puts weapons on deck::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
Alpha Team: Tricorders on, check every inch of this deck
Cmdr_Mordane says:
SXO: Agreed, your ship has the adequate facilities I assume?
TO_Shras says:
::takes out his tricorder::
TO_Shras says:
Cmdr: The CTO was a CMO on the Luna.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
::Is quite disgusted with this whole thing. People here are not nice::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
. Beta team:  begin computer analysis of every action recorded.
TO_Shras says:
::scans::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
::slowly takes phaser from holster and places it carefully on the deck at LtCmdr Ravenprowler's feet:: CTO: Careful with that one, Tigs. I was the last to fire on him, when he went down.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
Mordane: Am I clear to check these weapons?
SXO_OShea says:
Mordane: Yes, the Stornoway is a Nebula-class with the medical pod installed.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
TO: Understood, for now I'd rather have her as lead investigator, the Stornoway can handle the medical angle.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
CTO: You are.
TO_Shras says:
CTO: Need assistance?
SXO_OShea says:
Mordane: The only way this could've happened is if someone tampered with the computer.  I want answers, and Starfleet will want answers too. Someone here has committed murder.
TO_Shras says:
::checks the computer for sabotage::
SXO_OShea says:
Computer: Has anyone tampered with this holodeck since the simulation begun?
TO_Shras says:
::continues scans::
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
ALL: The inside of his skull has collapsed....the outside remains intact...computer generated atmospheric loss.
Computer says:
   Affirmative.  The settings have been altered.
SXO_OShea says:
Computer: By whom?
Cmdr_Mordane says:
::nods in understanding::  QIb Crew: Unless you are under orders from Commander Ravenprowler or myself, you are confined to quarters until an interrogation can be completed.  I want everyone in this room questioned.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
ALL: I agree
Computer says:
  Working.
TO_Shras says:
::leaves the computer alone::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
Cmdr_Mordane: I agrees with the SXO.  the only ways this sort of injuries could occurs is if the entire atmospheres around him was taken aways - and the only ways you can dos that is through the computers.
SXO_OShea says:
Stornoway Crew: The same goes for you as well. All of us, even myself, shall submit to questioning.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: picks up the TO's phaser and sets the safeties, begins to perform a weapons check ::
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
Cmdr_Mordane: I've seens this happens befores.
Cmdr_Mordane says:
CEO: I want you to assist the CTO in the investigation, find out what kind of computer knowledge and access was required to do this, and find the trail.
Computer says:
 Lieutenant T'pucnamushi
CEO_T`pucnamushi says:
Computer: Yeses.
TO_Shras says:
Cmdr: I can assist being a former CEO.
SXO_OShea says:
::whirls on Lt. T'pucnamushi and walks up to him::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: finds the TO's weapon in perfect order, no change in the settings ::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
TO: There are a lot of people to question, I need you assisting the CTO with the investigation.
TO_Shras says:
SXO: Hold fast.
Computer says:
The records show that the computer settings were tampered by Lieutenant T'pucnamushi.
SXO_OShea says:
Computer: Was he the only one?
Computer says:
SXO: Affirmative.
SXO_OShea says:
TO: Stand aside Ensign. NOW!
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
MORDANE: I can't say I am surprised. Putting a bunch of uptight people in a room, give them phaser and tell them to shoot each other.....someone gets hurt and everyone is surprised?
TO_Shras says:
SXO: I will detain him.
TO_Shras says:
::cuffs the Lt.::
SXO_OShea says:
::walks up to the CEO:: CEO: You.. you.. killed... my Captain!
FCO_Starlight says:
::glances at the CEO::
Cmdr_Mordane says:
CEO: Until further notice Lt, you are off the investigation team and sequestered to quarters.  Understood?

ACTION: Everyone looks horrified for that one split second longer than normal, signifying the end of the episode and a cliffhanger suspense-filled ending.

TO_Shras says:
SXO: Move away. He is under arrest.
SXO_OShea says:
Stornoway Security: Take the CEO into custody. We will deal with him accordingly.
Lt_Cmdr_Bauer says:
CEO: Looks to the CEO.
TO_Shras says:
SXO: He is mine.


      -/\-/\-/\-/\-/\-/\ Pause I.K.S.QIb Mission /\-/\-/\-/\-/\-/\-/\
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